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Hayakawa key:note SP,,00.ker

,

·

Garrity forinally inaugurated
· ~4K gold. Three of the sides bear
. the letters C, W, and U, while the
fourth side bears the university
The attendance of Senator S. I. seal. The mace will be kept on
Hayakawa highlighted the formal display in the meeting room of the
inauguration of Dr. Don Garrity as Board of Trustees in Bouillon and
;will be used only for official
Central's ninth president.
During the student problems at university functions.
Garrity then had the opportunSan Francisco State College,
Hayakawa was president while .ity to speak. He began by
commenting that the future of
Garrity was academic provost.
The
Garrity remained at that post until Central looked '!bright."
enrollment figures have been
coming to Central last fall.
After reminiscing about the declining, but Garrity stressed the
good old days at SFSC, Hayakawa value of this educational experibegan his speech, which centered ence.
Garrity discussed some of the
on the future and the liberal view.
Hayakaw·a referred to the most pressing problems facing
liberals, or Democrats, as the universities and their presidents.
"socjal planners." According to The first, according to Garrity, is
Hayakawa, they make plans with · the decreasing enrollment with a
, projection of a continued decrease
models of what . has been.
"The future is something that until 1995. He explained that this
cannot be planned," said Haya- ·is when the children . of the
k a wa.
Things can only be ''. baby-boom" generation of World
OLD FRIENDS-President Don~d L. Garrity offers thanks to ex-collegue, S. I. Hayakawa,
stumbled upon by those who War II reach college age and the
after receiving a knitted tam from ·him. Hayakawa was.renowned for his wearing of a tam at
buildings constructed for their
aren't social planners.
San Francisco State
(Ph~-t o Dave Chr"isto_ph er )
Hayakawa, 72, explained that he parents, need rennovation.
· College.
·
Another problem is "the conswitched from the Democratic to
the Republican party when he was stantly eroding budget support for
in his sixties.
"Some people higher education." He believes,
however, that this drop does not
mature late," said Hayakawa.
The social planners try to make represent the citizen's view of the
the world perfectly safe, according importance of higher education.
A third issue concerns the
to Hayakawa. "Safety is contrary
to human growth.
They're excessive controls, imposed by
other agencies, which affect the
working against human nature."
Hayakawa said that some think .. university's ability to perform
"the split is between the capitalist their job.
The final problem, according to
and the worker, and the government and business, the rich and Garrity, is that he is caught
the poor, the liberal and the l>etween that increase of outside
conservative, but the real struggle controls and the increasing collecof our times is the struggle tive demands of the faculty.
Garrity concluded by saying,
between the past and the .
future-the conflict between the "Central Washington University
risk-takers and the risk-avoiders." stands today with a history of
Hayakawa stressed that the significant accomplishment. · It is
future is enormous. "Just as the our legacy to continue its
frontier opened 100 years ago, development. We are.blessed with
similar frontiers still exist." He the support of our community. We
Elections for the Associated chairman, the election procedure member.
said
. that people must open .have the talent to continue the
Students of Central (ASC) Board did not follow the constitution.
Drinkwater maintains, howof Directors are held every winter
According
to
Drinkwater, ever, that this special election is themselves up to exploration of growth and the development of
and spring quarter . . However, Ga.lfus is no longer working for the n~t invalid because of th~ "special ·future possibilities and shouldn't our university. With our will and
be locked into the past. He then the support of the people of this
a special election that was held ASC as the election agency, and Cll'cumstances."
this spring brought up some the election was on such short
Also, in this election, ~s well as concluded his speech with the state, it will occur."
A banquet was held later that
questions as to the constitutional notice that there wasn't time to go others, there have been reports presentation of a knotted tam to
evening with Bob Case, .the master
validity of that election. ·
through the proper procedure that that some of the ballot boxes were Garrity.
Linda Clifton, chairman of the of ceremonies. There were ten
The procedure to follow for is outlined in the by-laws.
left unattended for periods of time.
Drinkwater
explained that
elections, according to the ASC
Drinkwater explained that in Board of Trustees, presented speakers and a performance by the
· constitution and by-laws, is first to there just wasn't time to have the the future he would like to see the · Garrity with a mace, a symbol of Central faculty trio consisting of
appoint an elections agency. This JCC recommend an election board develop an exact election power and authority. The mace, Bonaiyn Bricker-Smith, piano;
agency, consisting of one or more agency, and in its absence, the procedure that would be followed which was designed and crafted by Jeffrey Cox, violin; and Maria
persons, is to be recommended by election was run by the ASC office by future boards. The validity of Wilhelm Bakke, emeritus profes- DeRungs, Cello.
An inaqgural ball topped off the
.the Joint Committee on Commit- staff. Drinkwater said that he was this quarter's special election, ·sor of technology and industrial
tees (JCC) and appointed by John essentially in charge of the however, would have to be decided , education, consists of a shaft of evening with Central Jazz band
solid walnut, surmounted by a under the · direction of John
Drinkwater, the director of stu- election.
by the Campus Judicial Council.
four-sided headpiece plated with ,Moawad performing.
" dent activities. This agericy is
then totally in charge of the
·· "The constitution is flexible,"
election.
said Drinkwater. He explained
In the past , the elections were .that, since it was a special
run by Bobbi Galfus, a stud~nt situation and there wasn't very
who went through that exact much time, he could become the
.
process. Galfus served as the · elections agency.
election agency for many elections
On the final tally sheet when the
until this spring.
ballots are counted, there is
The two board members who usually a pface for the signature of
were to take office this quarter a witness. In the special election,
both decided not to, due to various no such place was designated, as
~ reasons. Therefore, there had to
Drinkwater said, because of the
be a special election since there time-factor. His was then the only
wasn't a quorum on the board.
signature appearing on the tally
This election was held during . sheet although he said that he was
~. the first few weeks of spring assisted in the ballot counting 'by
quarter, and according to Drink- Dave Thomason, residence hall
water and J. Brian Taylor, board staff member, and past board
by Becky Prieur
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Special electi(>n questioned

Reconstruction
under, consideration
Dr. Milo Smith, chairman of
• Central's drama department, says,
"From all the evidence I have, we
have slightly better than a 50/50
chance" of getting funding to
reconstruct McConnell Auditorium.
Currently the proposal is awaiting approval from the Senate, and
will have to be signed by Governor
Dixie Lee Ray.
Smith reports the measure has
-"survived .. . scrutiny" of the
House Appropriations Commit-

tee in Olympia.
If the measure passe$, Smith
says the department will have to ·
review the scheduled season and
prepare alternative plans for
rehearsals and performances. He
said the department would be
forced to "do plays in women's
restrooms and in phone booths all
over the campus."
Reconstruction of the auditorium would take well over a year if
approved by the Senate and
Governor Ray.

BREAK IN THE ACTION-~his intramural slow"
breath, some rays, some rest and companionship. ··

pitchplaye~takes a b~eak in ~-::tempt to catch his
(Photo by Dave Christopher)
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RHC works with dorms

Locals featured on television

This Saturday on "LIFESTYLES," at 3:30 p.m. on channel 23,
Central Washington University student television reporter Burke
1
Collier looks at a braille map made by the geology department.
• The map is designed to help blind students find their way around
Central's campus.
.
,
Reporter James Hupf talks with Central's Women's Varsity
: basketball coach, Dorothy Purser. Purser is also involved with
Central's Paramedic Program.
Reporter Les Fitzpatric looks at the work of outdoor
photographer Gordon Dereck. Dereck moved to Ellensburg to
ohotog-raoh the Cascade Mountains.
_
Reporter 'Tim Pedegana visits the Silent EnvironT?lont
Education Kamp, SEEK. SEEK is an organization which deals in
teaching first-aid and outdoor survival techniques to the deaf.

What exactly does the Residence·
Hall Council do? According tO'
Pam Klein, this year's chairperson, "Anything that's not
illegal." She emphasized the fact
that the residence halls come to
them for funds. "We ·don't go to
the residence halls because we
don't know who wants what."

1

1

1

Sneak ·Peek hosts needed
Today is the last day to register as a host for Sneak Peek.
• Although students presently living in .a residence hall on campus :
~re preferred to be hosts, any administrator or faculty mem her ,
1
• mterested in hosting a high school student in his home is
' encouraged to do so.
Hosts will be required to offer bed or floor space for Thursday 1
and Friday nights, May 17 and 18. To sign-up as a host, or for
additional information concerning the "Sneak Peek" program, call
Jan Tweedie at 963-1702 or Bill Whitmore at 963-1232. (Additional
help with registration and tours still needed.)

Dating program improves beha.v ior
Central Washington University's Dating Program, according to
psychologist, Robert Nuzum, is designed to help a student improve
his dating behavior.
•1
"The dating program is one of the many services offered by the
University's Counseling and Student Development Center," Dr.
Nuzum said.
Social psychologists have recently studied college students'
romantic feelings.
It seems that breakups surround the college calendar. Splits
occurred between terms and at the start and end of summer.
If you have any questions, the dating program is here to aid you.
This service will help those who wish to date more often and
with more ease. The program is here to assist you as students to
develop those relationships.
Tho~e interested in joining shoula contact the Counseling and
Student Development CentPr, located at the Sue Lombard Annex
•· or call 963-1391 for an appointment.
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At the last meeting, Wilson Hall
asked for half funding on a
volleyball costing $25. Titan-Up
and One Step Further, two of
Central's bands, asked for a total
of $600 to be used for a six-hour
concert on June 2. This has not
yet been approved.
A slide show presented interviews of p~ople expounding on

what responsible freedom meant
to them. This slide show was
given previously in Kansas City at
a conference.
Last year the RHC participated
in the river clean-up. Also, last
year, they worked on casinos, paid
for live bands at a couple of discos,
and paid for supervisors for the
dining hall during study times.
They have helped fund the Alcohol
Awareness and the Sexuality
booklets.
They are now working on a
campus-police task fQrce, the
purpm~e of which is to make the
students aware of what the police
do and to ask questions.
RHC, also, is working on having
pianos tuned throughout the

campus. But the big event this
quarter is Casino Royale.
At this time, Titan-Up is
expected to perform.
One
hundred fifty-four people are
needed to help with the Casino.
Anyone helping may work one
shift and play one shift. This is a
good way of getting in free to the
Casino. Anyone wishing to work
may call Dee at 963-3069.
RHC meets every
'other
Wednesday at 6 p.m. Anyone may
attend. On alternate Wednesdays,
there is a meeting of those who
would like to be on the next week's
agenda. This scheduling meeting
is held at 5 p.m. in Commons
Dining Hall. The next business
meeting is Wednesday, May 16.

---------First in series---------

20 percent of county poor
by Dave Christopher.

In an era where prices continue
to climb and the dollar's purchasing power is declining, making
ends meet is easier to say than do.
Inflation takes its toll on
virtually everyone's life, but it's
especially costly to those on fixed
and low incomes.
With a population around
25,000, Kittitas County is no
exception when it comes to the
effects inflation has on its
residents. We shall explore how
inflation has affected the Kittitas
County residents on low and fixed
incomes in a series of articles,
beginning with this report.
According to Jerry Priori, who
is a program developer and a grant
writer for the Kittitas County
Action Council (KCAC), about one
out of every five persons in the
county is on or below the federal
poverty guidelines. "The percentages are pretty high in this
county," says Priori.
KCAC states that one · of the
reasons for the high percentages is
that the county has a large senior
\%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%.%%

citizen pop~tion and that half of
the seniors are on fixed and low
incomes.
"There are 5,087 people in this
county that are eligible for food
stamps; 3,670 of those people are
over 60 years of age," says Priori.
The United States Department
of Agriculture's 1979 poverty
guidelines are: $7,750 for an urban
family of four and $6,588 for a farm
family of four.
The Consumer Price Index
reports that since 1977, grocery
prices have risen · 33.8 percent,
shelter costs are up 30.3 percent
and medical costs have jumped
25.4 percent, while the value of the
consumer dollar has fallen from 54
cents in 1977 to 48 cents in 1979.
Jeannie Farr, a community
service expeditor for KCAC, views
this situation very Beriously.
"The American economic system is like a pyramid, there's a lot .
of room at the bottom and little at ·
,the top. Our economic system
chews people up and spits them
out, that's the nature of capitalism,
the money of many goes to a few,"
says Ms. Farr.
The Kittitas County Low In-

%%%%%%%

% % %%

% $

% % SS

FOUR ·SEASONS
.116 E. 4th Ellenshmg
925-9134

come Coalition stated that a family
of four's yearly income had to
increase $1,300 in adjustment to
the rising cost of living just to stay
at the federal poverty guidelines.
A Seattle P-1 article dated
March 24, 1979 noted February as
the worst one-month inflation rise
in four and a half years. Food
costs jumped 1.6 percent that
month, led by a 30 cent per pound
increase in beef prices.
David Jack, a city planner for
Ellensburg, said the majority of
the low income people · live
downtown above the shops and
stores. He also said that a lot of
Ellensburg's low income people
are situated in West Ellensburg,
commonly called "dogtown" or
·'terrier heights" by its residents.
According to Ms. Farr, besides
the large senior citizen population,
there are a lot of single parent
families that fall into the low
income category.
Asked what she thought the
reason was for the high poverty
condition in the county, Ms. Farr
replied, "There's not a lot of jobs
available, plus most of the people
lack training or skill, and then the·
attitude people have towards
being broke.
"I've met many people who have
the attitude that to be poor is to be
sinful. Also, there are those who
believe it's useless to try because
things won't ch~nge."
Kittitas County has · many
programs to help low and fixed
income people bring about a
change in order to make life a little
easier to live. Next article will
.explore some of the various
programs of assistance.
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Earrings ·
We have a whole new line of earrings and jewelry
priced from $2 to $5. A Mother's day treat for
non-Mothers too;

Trade Books
Take advantage of our 10% discount on all of our
non-text reading. We have over 8,000 titles 10
choose from. If your Mom reads -- we have a book
for her!

Waffle Trainer
"The Standard" when it comes to
training shoes for distance runners
& joggers. Blue nylon uppers with
all the well-known features:

* Spenco ,inner soles
*Arch ~upports
*Padded heel horn
*Extended heel counter

Reg $29.95

May Special

*2695

·::;!«~r ·::~«~::· ·::;!•~~~::;~;~c;-: . ·~•;~~ ·.:·:•-:~::: :·· ~:i·

~
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Cel1tral professors
•
•
-e xamine remains

The A'1Vakening of a Wanton .. !

.,.·.··

by Steve Wesman

'the chance to "go down and see
what was going on."
Mammoths may be long ·extinct,
They were not able to save the
but they are not f~rgotten.
·tusk because of the rapid
A Zillah, Washington family ·deterioration which occurred after
recently discovered· that a hole• 'it was uncovered. The air took all
they were digging for a sedimen~ _of the moisture out .of the tusk,
trap pol)d, or "sump hole/' was the ·causing it -to crumble.
final resting place for a mammoth
The team would like to have
which lived 10 to 15 thousand found more of the mammoth's
years ago.
remains to more accurately deterDr. Len Williams of Central's mine its size. There also would
anthropology department explain- have been more material which
ed the discovery.
they might have been able to move
A former student of Central was back to Central and use it for a
starting up a vineyard for his wine "type collection."
In talking about the extinction
business. For this he was digging
sump holes, which are part C"f the of certain species, Dr. Brown said
irrigation system. As the hole was that ·many forms of mammals
being completed, the mammoth's became extinct just recently in
tusk was uncovered.
geological time. But, he said,
At first, the University of while man was not really responsiWashington was called and then ble for the extinction of these
Central was contacted. It was ·on a animals, he (man) might have been
weekend that the call was made, involved in the , last stages of the
so it took some time for th.e team process. ·
of . Central scientists to get
A question for Brown is why
togethe~ and go to Zillah.
these mammals are not here now.
Besides Williams, Dr. Robert "It is important for us to find out .
Brown of the biology department for our own sake," Brown said. To
and Dr. Glenn Hartmann of the this time it is not known what
anthropolo1u department were caused the extinction of many of
involved in examining the tusk. these animals.
Because there was· no other ,.
For Williams, it was the first,
time he had be·en called out on a material found with the tusk, ·
find since_coming to Central. As it according to Williams, it was "not
turned out, the discovery was not worth the effort" to tr_y and save
very sigrrificant in advancing the tusk. _
knowledge about mammoths or
But the team did appreciate
humans.
Nothing besides the getting the call to look at the tusk
tusk was found.
and, as-Williams said, they would
What scientists hope for in such , "like to get more calls" of this
finqs is some evidence of a human type.
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X-ratec1 ·.stars<19:-·_·
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Starring ABIGAIL CLAYTON • KA.Y P;\RKER
PAUL TH()M . A_S • "\Vith Karen Kushman
Bonnie Holiday • The Magnificent Seven

·®

Produced by Alleh Williams & Davis. Freeman
• \t\!ritten and Directed by Antonio Shepherd

Date:
Tiine: 3, 7, 9:30

\

Place: SUB Theatre
.Admission: $1.25
link with these animals.
The
development of hum ans could lie
traced through weapons used to
kill the mammoths and how these
weapons", such as arrowheads,
were _made. Apparently this
mammoth died from natural
causes.
Williams said that migration
patterns of. mammoths in North
America followed vegetation
growth patterns, which were
influenced by the various stages of
the Ice Age. Human migration
patterns in North America match
to some extent those of the ,
mammoths and other animals as .
man kept up with food supplies.
Brown did say that mammoths
had existed for thousands of years
in North America before man
arrived on the scene, so man had
not followed mammoths from the
Old World.
The migration
patterns of each species to this
continent were different events.
But once man arrived here,
Brown said1 mammoths were used
as a food source since they were
much in the same locations.
Brown said there might have
been some localized patterns of
man following after mammoths.
Asked if any finds have been
made in the Ellensburg area,
Williams said he did not know of
any, but a find "certainly could
have happened here." Finds
in the Yakima Valley are reported
to occur about once a year.
While not much importance was
attached to the present discovery, Williams was glad to have had _

Alice's Restaurant

Mother's Day Special!
Chicken Dinner all ,d ay

*. Chi~ken
and Fish·
our specialty

WINES
House Wines

*Extra large hamb,urgers

_J

at an extra small price

White,. Rose/
Hearty burgundy
Lamhruscos & Cellas
by glass or decanter;

*Fresh frozen fruit yogurt
we make our own

*Foot long hot dogs
*Homemade soup and
sandwiches
* -Salad Bar

BEER
On Draft
Coors
Rainier
Budweiser
Anhauser Busch

'

-

Dine in or order to go
We~re not the biggest, but we have the best food!
Located on the West Interchange
(across from Perkins)

with meals or to go

925-4808
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Co1n1nentary an·d Opinio~
BOD 1ne1nber responds to Staley
Jn:lim Bali

In reference to the April 26,
1979 article "Students don't have a
voice" submitted by Ken Staley,
we, the BOD, would like to
commend and thank Ken Staley
for his comments and concern.
The BOD didn't. realize that his
money was being wasted.
Approximately 95 percent of our
student funds are allocated out by
I ~quest from all types of groups.
Just to name a few: all clubs on
campus, minority 6rganizations,
ASC program agency, and special
interest groups. These groups, as
well as any other concerned
constituent, may attend BOD
meetings to present their requests. Outside of public meetings
the individual Board members
meet daily with students to
discuss budget allocation for the
:rnrpose of dealing with students'
•eds. If the Board members are
lit present, we provide competent
·,ffice and information booth staff
to explain the budget situation.
On a yearly basis, recognized
student groups can ask for funds

voting representation and/or student input on the Recruitment and
Retention Committee, Faculty
Senate, the Deans of the College,
President's Executive Council, and
through frequent direct contact
Some of the things that the with President Garrity.
You are rignt on still another
BOD's whims have accomplished
point,
Ken, we do get a 'gold star'
this year are: development of a
strong social activities program for our placement file, resume and
including. films, dances, concerts, our self-esteem. The gold star
Papa John's coffee hour, etc. Also, along with the wages we are paid
special events such as Mime, are two of the material things we
Kreskin, and contemporary dance. receive for being your student
Incidentally,
Also, university programs such representative.
as homecoming festival of the arts, when we compute our hours and
cooperative programs with depart- · wages into an amount per hour, we
ments, assistance to symposiums receive less than $2 per hour for
One .of our · more
and the classic film series. The our time.
BOD also took a strong, active energetic BOD member's wages
and, I might add, successful part in as student body . president last
defeating legislation designed to year figured out to $.2Q20833 per .
rip off more of your money in the
form of higher tuition. Surveys
were taken and petitions were
circulated among ASC students as ·
part of this victoriou.s campaign.
Another way we support the
students is through respected

·from the Joint Student Fees public
hearings held in the spring. All of
these channels of input are
available to help make our
students' educational experience
at Central more rewarding.

hour of service.
This person
Your final point about the Board
surely must have received a "of Trustees making the final
bigger gold star for services ("sole") decision on the students'
rendered.
budget is almost 100 percent
In answer ~o your statement correct. The laws of the state of
about our five member board form Washington dictate that the state of government getting less accom- funds as well as every other policy
plished than the president/vice and procedure be approved or
president system, you may want rejected through the governor
to know a couple of the . main appointed, Senate confirmed
reasons we changed to the present Board of Trustees. Interesting as
five person board:
· it is, President Garrity and his
1) ·If a person is elected that has staff fall under the same state
aspirations of doing their own guidelines as we.
In closing, the BOD would like
thing,·we can-more readily handle
the situation, which is virtually to invite Ken Staley and any other
impossible if elected to a position individual or group to come and
like president, and 2) we are able express their views. We need
to use our abilities and areas of energetic people to help fulfill the
expertise with the flexibility very important job of executing
prevalent in the current BOD the needs of you the students here
at Central. Please come.
structure.

Letters to the Editor
Albertsons restricts students

~~~~~~~~~~

have rareiy had an opportunity to
have been discriminated against.
Discrimination is not a new Only in Ellens~urg, Washington
word to most Americans...:......
bu•t•I••c•ou.1d..._t_h_is happen. Recently, ·I
Dear Editor:

111

o~~~:z: 0&s

As a business major you've
probably had some impressive
sounding job offers from a lot of
companies.
But how many offer you a really
important job?
As a !'favy Supply Corps Officer,
you get one as soQn as you earn
your commission. A job with
responsibility. A job where you
C:l;n r_eally use the knowledge you
worked so hard for in college.
If that's the kind of job you're
looking for, see the navy officer
information team wh~le they are
on campus May 8 -10. Make your
appoin_tment thru piacement.
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Karen Steere
Dennis and Cheryl
Miller

4th Annual
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Concert

Greg Phelps
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became aware of the check cashing
policy of one of the world's largest
food chains in Ellensburg.
Albertson's Inland Empire Incorporated, located near the campus,
has a policy of check cashing which
includes a no limit amount for
residents of Ellensburg and a $5
limit on checks from college
students. Alex R. Gloth, vice
president of Albertson's Inland
Empire Stores, says it is the policy
of the Ellensburg Albertson's not
to cash checks for more than $5 for
college students, and that the
store director of the Ellensburg
store has no plan to change this
· policy. Mr. Gloth says that 75
percent of the checks returned to
the store are from college
students. I can understand that
percentage !>ecause 75 percent of
Albertson's business is based on
Central Washington University.
If this type of discrimination
too.k place within any other setting
in our society, there would be hell ·
to pay. This matter i.s up to you. I
urge you to boycott Albertson's.

.
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Good luckon your health
my friends, and I trusted them.
I thought wrongly.
I just want to relate a past
As it turned out, I hurt myself
experience of mine with the both mentally and physically to an
readers of your newspaper.
extent that I didn't have much to
When I was young, there was say to anyone for a number of
nothing more that I wanted- than y~ars. I came through what I went
to grow into a manly human,. Due through just on my desire to
to various reasons, I wasn't taught survive, an.d carry on. I suppose I
how to achieve this goal properly, bordered on a state of manicand when I was well into my teens depression, or maybe I was well
and early twenties, my under- within that border. It's somestanding on how to achieve thing you . couldn't really undermanhood was quite limited. A stand unless you've gone through
variety of personal problems led an experience such as mine, and I
me to associate with people who . hope you have the intelligence not
acted very friendly toward me to try. It wasn't worth it.
I got"
while in my presence.
You should understand that I
involved in what they were doing.
thought of these people I assocF
Specifically, smoking tobacco, ated -with as being nien and
drinking alcohol, and then on to a women, and I wanted aiso to be a
1 man, and I thought that since it
variety of illegal drugs.
I was in a frame of mind which appeared that these people were
would be considered quite con- satisfied with drugs, that they
fused. I saw many of these people .. (the drugs) would help me to be
carrying on as 'if they were happy the same way. I wasn't thinking
and content, ·yet I wasn't. I'd see properly in those days. I guess I
them drink and use drugs, and I figured the drugs would make a
followed their lead and did the man out of me.
same, wanting to be happy also. I
About six to seven years ago, I
thought of these people as being finally snapped into· a better frame
Dear Editor:

·~ .. raises

of mind and decided to get myself
healthy. I quit all drugs, alcohol
and tobacco, and dissociated
myself from my former so called
friends. It's been no easy task, but
presently I'm well on my way
toward being the human that I
wanted to be, and hopefully someday I'll find a female that is
smart enough to understand that
to cherish health of mind and body
completely overshadows any monetary gains. I see little more that I
want out of the rest of my life than
to remain healthy, educate myself,
be cautious of' mystics, and find a
gal that wants to be my friend and
a friend with our children.
I've finally learned about those
manly ways and it's up to me to
hold on to them. It's not an easy
thing to learn nor is it easy to keep
hold of those ways. _ I wish you
good luck if you have a desire to be
a healthy man or w9man. The
trick is not to give up.

A wised-up young man

sticky questions'

Dear Editor:
The recent display of authority
in the political science department,
supported by the university
bureaucracy, raises a lot of sticky
questions. I have heard arguments about whether the auto_cratic dismissal of Professor

even at Central, students may be mediocrity and sycophancy. This
consulted about · matters that is not in the best traditions of
seriously affect them.
U.S. political history. It is to be
-If the administration's handling hoped 'that more sensitive and
of Professor Stastny's classes and understanding minds will save
the subsequent .decision against Central from that fate.
him, in regard to insubordination,
is allowed to stand, it will establish Norman E. Best
a dangerous precedent of bureaucratic aut~ority that ~n threaten
any form of academic or student
activity that violates an administrator's concept of insubOrdin~
tion. This would place Central's
community of scholars and students deep "in the swamp of
••••••••••••••• -. ••••••••••••••••• •

Shoemakers to America

$15.99
Mundy's Shoe

Store~

open late Fri. even in gs
Downtown

.925-9725

Stastny' s classes, without consulting with the students, represents
the pre Magna Charta era or the
post Magna Charta era. I am not
sure myself. Some aspects of this
arbitrary use of authority are close
to pre Magna Char.ta times, ~nd
some are more hke the first
century following the Magna
Charta.
, ·:
~
It is especially distressing to see :
the political science department Dear Editor:
exhibiting a cultural lag of six or
seven centuries in their conduct
We would like to use· this space
regarding Stastny's classes. The to remind Central students that
head of the political science there Is a Handicapped Student
department has used his authority Service on the campus.
If
in an irresponsible way with no handicapped students have proconsideration whatsoever for the blems, they can come and talk
students. . This department is them over with us in the Dean of
charged with the responsibility of Students office in the SUB, or .
carrying on the beautiful demo- phone 963-2171. We help reduce
cratic traditions of our country. some of those oversized problems
They had an opportunity to to a managable size.
deinonstrate their understanding
of these traditions and respect for
them.
When the question of
cancelling the classes arose, they
could have consulted with · the
students involved, but, instead,
the department head chose to use
his raw power to cancel the
classes, and then used this
situation to damage Professor
Stastny's caree.r.
It is our hope that someday,

:H

d•

an 1cap services

"Our business is '
g~ing

places"

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925--6961
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JAZZ NIGHT WITH
SONNY FORTUNE &
CWU JAZZ BAND I
CWU JAZZ CHOIR I
I

May 12 • 8 p.m. ·

McConnell Auditorium

TICKET OUTLETS: SUB INFORMATION BOOTH/STEREO CRAFT

•

TICKETS: ADVANCE $2.50/GATE $3.50

I

DON'T MISS THE LAST JAZZ NIGHT OF '79 SPONSORED BY A.S.C. AND KCAT F.M. 91

-
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l'Pa~k' s~rpri~i~~l JazzFestival begins
by Mary Fridlund
aged. Rienertsen carried it across
The third annual Central Wash- John Moawad, assistant professor as Moawad said, "their own thing."
Neil Simon, one of America's beautifully, except for a head of .ington University Invitational of the music department. Moawad
All events in Hertz Hall will be
best modern playwrights, has black hair, which Valasco admits ·Jazz Festival and accompanying ·said the Festival is a result of his
penned many comedies in his he dyes. Physically and vocally . Jazz Night will begin at 'r p:m. feeling· a need for a n~n-competi- free, while tickets for the concert,
career. One such Simon comedy Ms. Abrahamson met and exceed- Friday night and run through tive format ·where students and held in McConnell Auditorium, are
was last week's successful Three· ed the desired effect, but facially ;Saturday.
directors could play and share two - dollars and fifty cents in
Penny Players' production of her age did not carry, Ms.
Through the combined efforts of ideas. The format of the program advan~e; three dollars and fifty
"Barefoot in the Park.·"
Abrahamson made up for this with the. ASC, KCAT, and Central's is a half-hour for each band to do, cents at the door.
Five Central ·students along a number of mastered and music department, 17 of the best
with one drama professor took the . charming facial expressions.
high school jazz bands and choirs
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
· stage in Threepenny Theatre and
One of the absolute high points in the state will participate in a
For
Juniors
and
Seniors. Will take 15-20 hours per week. You
continually surprised and delight- of the play was the entrance of the non-competitive festival Friday
can
earn
while
you
learn in this ongoing program. Can apply
ed the audience for the entire hearing~aid clad "Lord and Taylor" and Saturday in Hertz Hall. The
towards field experience for credit. Begin this quartei:: or summer.
show.
deliveryman.
Portrayed by Festival will culminate in ~ concert
For interview call Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance, 925-6931.
As the play opened and the Professor Jim Spalding, he utters Saturday night ·at 8 p.m. in
lights went up, a messy and what no on stage lines, but questions the : McCon·nell Auditorium featuring
seemed to be unfinished set whole ·situation with a near . world famous saxophonist Sonny
·Fortune and his quartet, along
appeared before the audience. A asthmatic breathlessness.
ladder, papers and paint cans
Audience members reponded with Central1s Jazz Band One and
cluttered the floor and the with every entrance and exit made Jazz Choir One.
apartment set was barren of by the cast, meeting many with a
Coordinator and designer of the
furniture.
.
. round a applause.
three year old Jazz Festival is
The unfurnished, one-room apartment on the fifth floor of a
walk-up ln New York is the first
home of newlyweds Paul and Corie
Bratter.
Corie, portrayed by Kim Bau- .
man, bounces and bubbles into her
apartment at the beginning of the
play and her energy never stops.
8 PENNSYLVANIA AVE
Her effervescence gave a direction
for some weak moments as the
ROSLYN WA
audience was introduced to her
husband.
SUNDAY - MAY
8 PM
Ken Berg as Paul Bratter
started slowly in building his
character and, at times during the
You are.invited to a previe~ of
Keep
19th open for our first
first act, lines were lost due to
exciting new Zen works· including
rapid delivery. As Berg relaxed
annual Music Nut .B ash ---into· his role and established his
sculpture, furniture, utilitarian items
character,
his
performance
strengthened. From the second .
painting~, ~ollages, music and dance.
Frisbee· Contest - $100 worth of materials
act on, he delighted the audience
Bathing Suit Contest with his stuffed shirt attitude and
There will he a discussion of Zen ..·
his drunken manner.
$1.00 worth of materia
Is
'
..
The entrances of the European ·
Taoist concepts and their relationship _·
accented Victor Ralasco, skillfully
Raffle for c~niplete waterbed
to the arts.
.·, ..
played by Chris Reinertsen and .
, corie's mother, Mrs.· Banks, , ·
If you have an interest in Zen or
portrayed by Tami · Abrahamson
For more information inquire
at
.
.
gave the audience a . true underthe arts this thought provoking
standing of comedy at its best.
$\C lllJ
t~J
Eas.
t
.8th
Rienertsen and Abrahamson had
encounter should not be· missed.
, excellent timing and delivery of
·
:
:.:·:J
..
qt•
~
Ellensburg
their.lines, giving the audience the
~. - .... ~-- 'V
full benefit of Simon's wittiness
Both characters are midcjle

ZEN and the .AR TS
the

Only

ROSLYN .
ARTS
CENTER
13-

Advice From Your Nuts
May

·

_ffi, 1t"' 718

~1'

Adeline's
Restaurant

,.1(11f'~

Grand Celebration!
Friday and Saturday
new owners
Lounge
Wind up the spiral stairway then
unwind with doubles for a dollar.
5 - 7 p.m. Friday & Saturday. ,.
Wide ·screen T.V. for the Sonics
and · Mork & Mindy

Restaurant

Special!; New York Steaks - $5 95
Salad Bar
·
Salmon Filet
Daily Specials
I

Hours:

315 N. Main

Monday-Saturday 6:30-9p.m.
Lounge ll-2a.m.
Sunday Restaurant 8-2p.m~

~25-NUtS

Interesting openings a .
at 30.000 feet. · · •
Here's your chance to become a

~n

Am Flight Attendant.

Pan Am thinks Flight Attendants should be a lot more than air-

borne waiters and waitresses. So we're looking for bright people with
judgment and self-assurance. who can be of real help to the millions
··
of passengers who fly Pan Am each year.
Besiaes in-flight activity. you could be working actively with
Recruiting. TI-aining. Public Relations. Labor Relations. Quality ·
Assurance. Marketing. Administration and Language development
programs. .
.
If you qualify. your career would begin with an intensive fiveweek training program in Honolulu to prepare you for the challenges
of being a Pan Am Flight ~ttendant.
Then watch your career take off.

Can you quruify to be a Pan Am Flight Attendant?
Are you:
O At least 18 years old?
0 U. S. citizen or alien resident able
to fravel freely to all countries
0 At least 5'2" tall with weight in
served by Pan Am?
proportion to height?
0 In excellent health and with
0 A high school ~raduate or
vision no worse than 20 I 200 in
equivalent? .
either eye. uncorrected?
0 Fluent in English?
0 Willing to relocate?
O Able to speak and read another
language?
Applicants must not have been interviewed by P-an Am within the
pas( 6 months.
For more information, call 800-526-4795. In New Jersey, call 201-837-7642. In
Hawaii, call 800-526-7642. An equal opportunity employer M/F. Telephone numbe,rs
effective May 10th.
·

· . - -We ttae world
,
the way the world wants to fl}!
f
.
l y

Desp_ite the wind

Papa John's Shines
with the sun
Good music is most certainly a here, but all were good, and all
rare form of communication and well received. There was folk
expression. Central's capacity for music, jazz, rock & roll, fusion of
such expression was displayed several different sorts, highlighted
e~cellently last Wednesday on the by such notables, as Slunky Crunt
lawn in front of Barto Hall. The and the Straight People (with the
2nd annual Papa John's outdoor · It Conquered the World Review),
music festival lasted all day and a Latin rock band from Toppenish
well into the night, and the crowds known as Destiny, and a group of
were exceptionally responsive.
gentlemen from the music departThey seemed quite content to sit ment performing charming rendiand enjoy just about anything that tions of such things as "Mack the
was thrown off the stage at them. Knife." And Michael Williams was
The weather was lovely once the there too. He is, in his own words,
wind died, -and more ·than a few "the token gospel singer," but he
cases of sunburn were reported by alW\l.YS manages to do a great-job
some of the diehards that bore out of keeping the folks entertained.
tl~e events of the whole day. The
Marion Young was there as well
atmosphere was one of why not, with her solo routine of beautifully
what for, and who cares, which rendered acoustic tunes, and the
was probably the most appropri- whole show was concluded with a
ate sort of atmosphere for the day. boogie set from One Step FUrther.
This attitude was made apparent P.J.'s finished at about eleven
. by all the folks who pretty much o'clock. Needless to say, it was a
did what they damn well pleased long one-well worth every
all day and had a good time.
minute. For those that may have
It all got under way at about two been inadvertently passed over,
o'clock Wednesdav afternoon with my apologies. The day being as it
a couple of Papa John's regulars, was, it's tough to recall all the ·
Bob Tornfeld and Tom Schmuck, folks that , contributed, but the
with the always interesting same appreciation goes out to you
combination of cello and guitar.
all.
Tom was the originator of this idea
Thanks must also be given to
and was the driving force behind Cam Nichols, an .ex-Central stulast year's first annual Outdoor dent .now working at ..Bandstand"
Folk Fest held in the same place. music in Bellevue for the use of his
It was that event which led to this and uBandstand,s" fine array of
year's extravaganza, and the sound equipment.' Thanks also to
popularity of the last festival led to the ASC who helped financially,
the decision to extend the hours radio KCAT, the folks at physical
this year and go all out. It was an plant, and innumerable others who
extraordinary success.
helped put the whole thing
To run down the entire list of together. If you missed it last year
participants, musical and other- and this year, or either of them,
wise, and their varying functions make sure that you make_it next
wouM be a task too large to year, when it's sure to happen
undertake in the space alloted again.

··''*"

Surrounded bv drums, Jody Dail(neault holds down th~
rhythm for Slunky Crunt and the Straight People with
the It Conquered the World Review.
1
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Jon Alberts (kevboardsJ and Kevin Jones · (bassJ
also of Slunky Crunt and the Straight People with
the It Conquered the World Review excited the
crowd with their unique brand of original jazz/rock
music.
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Brad Hupp (vocals) and
itter
(guitar) belted out their renditions of
songs from years gone by for the
audience's pleasure.
I

Original ac-o ustic music was
Tornfeld and
Tom Schmuck's
. forte at the outdoor music fest.
.
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Spring and softball. Sun and fun. Any way you say it, it comes
out swinging. With over 1,200 students, faculty and staff
participating on 91 teams, the competition gets intense once in a
while but is fun forever.
It's not always the case that the teams are there just to win the
game. With some of the paraphernalia worn, such as bat ting
gloves, socks hitched up to a guy's thigh, and fold-down,
glare-proof sunglasses, a fan could be witness to a· jock fashion
show.
'This year though, there is extra incentive for the teams to pull
'out all stops and go for the overall championship.
The Business Club has promised the team they feel is "Team of
the Year" a party at season's end. And if you're from Central, you
know a free party is not to be taken lightly.
Double plays, triple plays and foreplay all have their place_on, in
'. and around the most famous diamond of all. Guys checking out the
girls watching their game, girls eyeing the ·guys watching their
game. It's a game of chance and a chance to dance with a new
friend. The sun brings them out and it's your duty to take·it from
there.
_
·
Ain't it romantic playing softball in the spring?
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swings
...

T~xt

by Jack Corey

...it's a hit ...

.

...no, it.' s an error._

Photo~
.

by
.

Dave Christopher ·-
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Sports
.Potpourri

·Wildcat sport happenings ...
by Mike Schellhorn

•••regionals next •••
The men's track team has
qualified in 25 events with four
qualifications just coming last
weekend at the University of
Portland.
. At that meet the four who ·
qualified for the regionals, to be

held at Eastern Washington
University next weekend, are
Greg Williams (100), Byron Hoddle
(200), Gregg Arltitriple jump) and
Loren Hiner in the 400 meter
hurdles.
Other Cats who have already

TEA1\1S OF THE WEEK
A LEAGl'E
With Ourselves

B LEAGl E
The Tools

B LEAGl'.E
W .I.I.A:S.M.

X· LEAGUE

qualified are John Willis, Andy
Sharpe and Holly August in the
100; Time Hart in the 200; Randy
Campbell and Darell Charles in the
triple jump; Arlt, Jack McMaster,
Dave Ege, and Dan Smith in the
400 meters, Hart and Hoddle in
~he 400 meters; Mike Siegworth
md Jim Bhron in the javelin; Jon
Smith in the long jump; Charles in
the long jump; Scott Drummond in
the hammer; Mark Brown in the
1,500 meters; Brown,
John
Freeburg, Toby Suhm and Kent
Hernandez in the 5,000 meters;
Peer in the high hurdles; Jack
Suhm in the 10,000 meters; Kyle
McMaster and Peer in the 400
meter hurdles, and Ted Middlestadt in the steeplechase.
Coach Spike Arlt was enthusi-,
astic about Central's chances in
the meet at Cheney.
He's
especially positive about the
sprinters.
"Eastern Washington will not
dominate the sprints as they have
done in the past," said Arlt.

•••title series next •••
In baseball, the Wildcats had to invade Idaho.
Next weekend · will be the
most important series of the
season called because of the district championship, though in
Lewiston between Central and L-C
elements.
Central, scheduled to take on State. The teams will play three
Lewis-Clark in a head to .head 9-inning contests with the first
battle for top spot in the district team to win two taking the title.
In action between the two teams
playoff race, received a call from
Lewiston saying to not even eai:lier in the year, Central won
bother taking the trek over. That the first game, 8-7 in nine innings
series would have given the after being down 7-0 in the fifth
district home field. advantage to inning. In the nightcap of the
either Central or the Warriors, doubleheader in Ellensburg, the
depending on the outcome of the two teams wer~ deadlocked at 2-2
.after nine innings.
series.
But since it was cancelled,
Lewis-Clark gets the advantage.
The rule is that no NAIA games
could be made up after last
weekend, so conveniently the
weekend the oncoming Cats wer'e .

~heir

Grads

The Central Soccer Club Invitational last weekend went nearly as
good as expected, except for the
rain and the title loss to Seattle
Pacific.
Central climbed to the title
game with wins over the U-Dub
· (3-1) and Western (4-1). In the big
game, pitting the host kickers
against the national champs, SPU
beat Central by the barest of
minimums, 1-0. This should tell
you just how far soccer has come
at · Central.
-

LLEAGUE
Y LEAGl) E

·Toff Tiggers

Bogatta II

\\'

LEAGU~:

Rainer Sluggers

C LEAGUE
ZLEAGUE

•••what
next??

No Names

Ed Dardis

•

PLAYER OF·THE WEEKMark Brown'. ·
Brown has established himself as one of the premier runners in
the nation for the 5,000 meter event this year. Going into next
week's regionals, Brown has already qualified for nationals with
the second best time in the nation.
Last year Brown went into the nationals with the top time
overall, and finished second which qualified him as a bona-fide
All-American.
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ART/SCIENCE CANDIDATES
trict, Everett, Washington.
The following firms will have Elementary/Secondary-group
representatives at the Career meeting, advance sign-up (sevenPlanning & Placement Center to 1teen schools-11 elementary, 4
interview interested candidates. ·middle schools & 2 high schools).
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
NEEDS CORRESPONDENCE
· arrival of ·the interviewers on
. campus.
I am presently incarcerated in
the Washington State PenitenMay 15-Moss, Adams & Co., · tiary at Walla Walla, Washington.
. Seattle, Washington. Accounting One of our rehabilitational goals
majors (junior/senior status),
here is trying to gain corresponAudit, Tax & Accounting services. dence with the outside world. I am
May 15-Electronic Data Systems, Dallas, Texas.
Programmers, operation development
program & personnel. Majors:
business administration, accounting, economics, math; comp.
science. ·
May 16-Boyd Olafson & Co.,
Yakima, Washington.
Office
manager for Yakima _office.
Administrative management &
business education majors.

~::Da~;~~eM~:h:~~i:~~;t:~n·~

.have the opportunity to .live in
Washington State if I can establish

~~~~u;!~~~~:~d~~i:~b:rte;is~~s~

TKO will be headlining at
Yakima Valley College Gym, on
May 18 at 8 p.m. Tickets for this ::
show ;ire $5 advance and $6 the · :·
day of the show, and will be
available at Stereo Bird and Sound
Mart.
.1::
After the Yakima show, . TKO
will be going to Dallas, Texas to ··==
play the Texas Jam, and to New : ::
Orleans Superdome to perform
with Heart, Boston, Sammy
Hager, Blue Oyster Cult, Van ;1::
Halen and Nazareth.
:·

1·:
I::
.1::
f

THE
BONG SH0
IS BACK

· 1:~

The following schools will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR
EDUCATION MAJORS

:•

;:J

IQ : 3 Q p · m · t 0 m id n ~ 9 h,t

t=

is
s=·
gets to know me. I am black, one 205.
{
hundred and sixty five pounds, six _ __,...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ f::
feet one inch tall, and twenty six
years old. My interests vary from
physical sports to hair styling,
traveling, and meeting people. I'm LOST:
Black/Brown
male·
very much into music and having a · malamute/shepard mix, 5 mo. old.
good life. This is important to me Lost Sat. May 5, near Student · .~.=
as I have no correspondence at all. Village.
Call Sue Anderson
I will reply.
·
963-3107.
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Thursday n·1ghts, _
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with
M. ark & Sue Far"1"111er
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE HAS MOVED
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The
Crossroads
l
.
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of Washington, Box 706, lfakima,
A 98907.

COMMUNITY GALLERY

Community' Gallery, 4082 N.
Pearl,
will feature
S.usan
Singleton's Fabric Constructions,
local p·h otographers Gordon
MacDonald and Phil Amdal, and
May 11-Bainbridge Island pottery by Terry Grimley. The
Schools, Bainbridge Island, Wash- show, which opened May 1, will
ington. Elementary counselor, PE end May 26. Hours: noon to !i
specialist & 5th grade teacher; _p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
Middle School language arts/ social
DATING ADVICE
studies, science/math, PE/health,
The
Counseling and Student
social studies/math, & science;
High School French, Counselor, • Development Center is sponsoring
reading spec., home economics, & a program to help you improve
your dating behavior.
This
instrumental music (7-12).
workshop is designed to help you
date more often and with more
May 15-South
Umpqua
ease. If you are interested in:
Schools, Myrtle Creek, Oregon.
Special education majors & read- participating call 963-1393 for an
appointment.
ing specialists.
THIS

SIDE OF
HEAVEN

....

The Hair Forum
Hair care studio
Latest styling for men & women

Patty Johnson, Owner

Specializing in:
HRX products
10 min~te Perms
Hennalucent

by
Michael Williams
[Papa John's token
gospel singer]

407E. 3rd
Ellensburg

Recorded in Ellensburg

ASC

Lisa Mushlitz
Patti Sorensen
Debi Staples

925-6651

and
Scott Hammond

PROGRAM AGENCY

Salaried Positions Available

• Concerts .. Coordinator
• Filni Coordinator
• Arts and Lectures Coordinator
.

We are looking for energetic M:d creative persons
with the time to effect

goo~

...,,

It'
..........................................................
. ...........
-=-: ....·~·.w.w.:.;.;.·..·--.i.:.:~·-.;.·-..·-.. .:.:..·~~.,,.

programming

·Application Deadline Friday May 18 in ASC office S.U.B.

Paa:e 12 .

May 10, 1979

Campus Crier

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS Leisure services hosts
AND. PARTS
wil~erness · symposium

•

Will the Pacific Northwest's
great appeal for outdoor enthusiasts and its proximity to millions
of acres being opened up in Alaska
for recreation purposes be the
downfall of our region?
Will overuse of fragile wilderness areas and conflicts of interest
between differing user groups
either turn Washington into a
wasteland or lock it up in
protective isolation.?
.
• How are outdoor recreation
professionals planning for th e

VISA'

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

1

.. ,\ -J '

Northwest's future?
Officials from federal and state
agencies wrestled with these
issues during Central Washington
University's second annual Helen
McCabe Memorial Symposium
May 3 and 4.
The symposium, honoring Helen
McCabe who served on the -C entral
health education faculty from 1956
until her death in 1976, was
sponsored by the Central leisure
services program. Active in ·
regional and national recreation

.

"; ' Try something
with your __
long hair!
Nothing Works Like A Charm

Award assembly

A very personal gift

Either as a permanent or a new look
for a special date.

for Mom on Mother's Day

•

CALL
TODAY!

·

circles, McCabe was instrumental
in creating the Central leisure
service program, and served as its
first program coordinator.
· In addition to Ira Hutchison,
deputy director of the National
Park Service, National Park
Service speakers included Charles
Gehler, regional chief of interpretation and visitor services for the
Northwest and Russell Dickenson,
·regional director of the NPS.
included
Other sp_eakers
Maurice Lundy from the federal
Heritage, Conservation and Recreation Service; Charles Odegaard,
,director of the Washington Parks
and Recreation Dept.; Bob Wilder
from the Washington InterAgency Committee;
representatives from the U.S. Forest
Service, Army Corps of Engineers
and an outdoor recreation research team from the University
of Washington~
"The two-day meeting was
designed for students and professionals in the field of outdoor
recreation,"
Karen Jenison,
Central leisure · service program
coordinator, said.

::Button's ·

4th Avenue and Pine Street

·Ask to see our· cataiog with more than
5000 charms
HAIR DESIGNERS

The Annual Scnolarship and
Award Assembly sponsored by
the Office of Financial Aid will be
on May 22 in Grupe Conference
Center between 4 and 5 p.m. Any
organization or department offer·
ing scholarships or . awards to
.students for the 1979-80 school
year and who wishes to participate
in the Awards Assembly is
encouraged to contact the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, room
209, or call 963-1611 as soon as
possibl~.
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t
t REMEMBER ·THE RECORDS OF THE 50's 60's????
HAS THEM ON· THE JUKEBOX
t PIZZATHEMIAREST
OF THE -QUARTER
t
t& NOTICE:
OLDIES-& GOODIES

&
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OROWHEAT WILL BE ON STRIKE
WE WILL CONTINUE TO SER VE G:RINDERS,
HOWEVER THE QUALITY MAY BE AFFECTED
BY SUBSTITUTE BUNS
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